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INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES 

 

 

1. This examination paper contains TWO (2) questions and comprises TWO (2) 

printed pages. 

 

2. Answer both questions. 

 

3. This is an Open Book examination.  Students are allowed to bring in all 

materials, books, lecture notes, etc., with the exception of computer laptops, 

PDAs or any electronic data storage devices.  Cellular phones and other 

electronic devices may not be on your desk during the examination. 
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Answer both questions. 

 

1. You are the judge of a literary creation competition.  Your job is to select one 

entry from the following four works to win the "Best Work in Cultural 

Exchange" award: 

 

1.  Yôkihi (The Taiheiki chapter) 

2.  The kabuki play Koxinga 

3.  The kyogen play Tôsumo 

4.  Confucius by Inoue Yasushi 

 

After you have chosen the best work, you are to write a short (2 to 3) page 

commentary justifying your choice.  The main content of your commentary 

should explain why you think the piece you chose is a good illustration of 

cultural exchange.  You may want to include a discussion about how this piece 

helps its local audience (Japan) imagine and/or understand the source country 

(China); how it helps the Japanese audience incorporate the Chinese elements 

into their own cultural and literary thoughts, and any other points that you think 

useful from any of the readings and lectures for this module. 

 

 

 

2. Discuss Takashima Toshio's Four Stages of turning The Outlaws of the Marsh 

(aka The Water Margin) into a Japanese novel.  How relevant are these four 

stages to cultural borrowing in general?  If you find that they are not relevant, 

what stages might you propose in their place?  Draw on lectures and readings to 

back up your argument. 

 

 

 

END OF PAPER 

 


